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Abstract: Recent examples of patent litigation show the evidence of firms strategic patent use. Thus forecasting patent litigation
becomes a greater priority. Patent citations have been prevalent in its usage in analyzing business environment as diverse patent
indicators or a tool to predict patent litigation. However, most previous research has considered only direct patent citations. In order to
overcome the limitation, this study analyzes patent litigation quantitatively through three kinds of patent citations: direct, indirect and
latent citation, and empirically analyzed the relationship between these citationsand patent litigation between plaintiff and defendant
firms based on U.S. patent documents and patent litigation information. Consequently, this study found that the indirect citation is more
by 7% than direct citations to patent litigation. In addition, latent citation is 8% higher in frequency compared with the number of
litigations in in/direct citation relationship. Therefore, these results indicate that various approach for patent citation can provide more
information for forecasting patent litigation.
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1 Introduction

Patents have been long regarded a tool which legally
guarantees a firm’s exclusive rights to a newly
development technology from other competitors. But
recently patents began to carry much more complex and
varied implication [1,2]. The patent can be used for the
analyses of technology industry as a strategic measure for
technology planning [3]. The most recent example of this
phenomenon is the smart-phone lawsuit. Motorola sued
Apple in October, 2010 which has itself been sued by
Microsoft a few days ago, Apple sued HTC and Microsoft
filed a lawsuit against Motorola. A business software
maker, Oracle has sued Google, Kodak which used to
make cameras sued Apple and there are many other
mobile-phone-related patent complaints. Interestingly,
most suits were filed by patent owners who hail from
another industry. Because the legal relationship between
industries has become more complicated as the
distinctions between digital products are disappearing as
technologies converge and overlap [4,5,6]. It is evident in
drastic increase in patent litigations resulting from the
firm’s recognition of patent as essential element of
intellectual property and its efforts to generate further

benefits [7]. In 2000, the United States Patent Trademark
Office (USPTO) granted about 180,000 patents. In the
same year about 2,000 patent lawsuits were filed
involving about 3,000 patents. The number of patent sues
filed has doubled in the 1990’s [8]. Firms solely
specializing in patent litigation appeared subsequently
and soon conflicts between regional firms turned into an
international patent litigation [9]. Therefore, patents are
now regarded as a vital factor in protecting the firm’s own
technology and forecasting patent litigation becomes a
greater priority in firm’s activities.

With growing number of patent litigations, studies
have been conducted to analyze patent litigation from
various perspectives. Some of these studies aimed to
predict and prevent future patent litigations by analyzing
characteristics of patents that have been sued frequently.
Based on patent indicators, the researchers examined data
by each field of technology [10,11], citations, number of
claims, family size, and other factors to identify the
characteristics of a type of patent most prone to litigations
[12] and proposed a model for analyzing the potential
patent litigation [13]. Most of these studies relied on
patent indicators and it was found that more frequently
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cited patents are more likely to get involved with
litigation [10,11].

However, these studies face several limitations. First,
because the researchers only focused on constant quantity
of patent being cited or citing others, they have neglected
to consider relation among patent citation applicant.
Lacking various perspective, it is not easy to succeed in
explicating the variety between the plaintiff and the
defendant on just the direct citation alone. Second, as
these studies only applied direct citation into analysis, it
is difficult to assume a various relation between patents in
plaintiff and defendant’s possession based on citation.

Accordingly, the purpose of this study is to suggest
objective way such as data based indicators which can
explore the litigable patents. Thus, this study isn’t just
about analyzing direct citation of a patent document or
the relations between the firms that possess them, but also
extending to analysis of the plausibility of patent
litigation using various indirect citation relationships. To
achieve this, Types of citations were arranged three
concepts such as direct citation (1 depth), indirect citation
(2 depth, 3 depth) and latent citation based on citation
relations for the parties to a suit that plaintiff and
defendant. Then this study will analyze the litigations
regards to each type of citation by using the actual
litigation data provided by WestLaw.

2 Related Works

Similar to a patent citation in any other academic paper,
patent citation serves as a reference to a previously
published work with the purpose of acknowledging the
relevance of the works of others to matter on hand with
emphasis on novelty, non-obviousness, and practicality of
an invention [14]. This citation, deriving mostly from
previously published dissertation and granted patent, is
submitted by patent applicants and patent examiners. In
any given patent A which include patent B in its reference
field, patent A becomes a forward citation while the cited
patent B becomes a backward citation. Therefore the
forward citation and the backward citation are on the
opposite ends [15,16]. Researchers have established that
when a patent asserts a direct relationship to the other
patents in its reference field of the patent document, the
relation is termed direct citation.

Direct patent citation has been prevalent in its usage
in patent related researches. It is to be noted that citation
has been utilized as source indicators to quantitative
measure of various characteristics and properties of the
patent holder ranging from private to corporate and
national level. For instance there is citations received per
patient, which measures the influence of national or
corporate patent that has had on technological innovation
[17] and a proposition for Patent Count Weighted by
Citation, which reflects the firm’s innovative efforts [18,
19]. Other examples include Current Impact Index, which
portrays citation frequency according to category of

technology or industry [20,21], and Technology Strength,
which supplies information on engineering influence and
competence in consideration of engineering quality and
quantity [22,23,24].

With the increase in patent litigations, researchers
examined citations along with various patent indicators to
forecast litigations or analyze their characteristics.
Cremers (2004) statistically analyzed citation, number of
claims, and family size to identify the characteristics of
patents most prone to litigations [12]. Kim et al., (2002)
proposed a model for analyzing the possibility of patent
litigation in the foreseeable future utilizing these
indicators [13]. Several literatures indicate that the more
frequently cited patent is more likely to get involved in
litigation [25,10,11].

However these literatures based on citation face
several limitations. First, the patent indicators based on
citation utilize frequency of citation which cites or is cited
by one another. Specifically, citation taken into account to
analyze patent litigations is calculation of forward or
backward citation frequency. In short, it fails to consider
the relationship between the plaintiff and the defendant.
Therefore this study considers analyzing the relationship
between two sides in accordance with citation. The
finding of the previous literature, the frequency of
forward and backward citation exhibiting direct
correlation to occurrence of litigation, will be considered
in the aspect of the defendant opting forward citation and
in the aspect of the plaintiff opting backward citation for
further analysis. Therefore, the hypothesis assumes that
litigation occurs when individuals involved in the
litigation share a direct citation relationship. Second, the
patent citations employed in the previous research strictly
observed the direct relationship between forward and
backward cited patents.

To complement these limitations, indirect citations
can be considered. Wartburg et al. (2005) emphasized the
importance of indirect citation in network analysis based
on patent [14]. Atallah and Rodrguez (2006) insisted that
indirect citation provide better method to measure patent
quality [26]. Indirect citation is illustrated in Figure 1
where a patent (#4) directly cite a patent #3 which cites a
patent #2.Given the case of patent #4, patent #3 becomes
the directly cited patent in regards to patent #4 and its
citation depth is named depth 1. In this fashion patent #2,
which patent #3 directly cited, is perceived as an
indirectly cited patent with depth 2 on the part of the
patent #4 and patent #1 is identified as an indirectly cited
patent with depth 3. Patent #3, #2, and #1 are tagged as
indirectly backward citations in regards to patent #4.
Similarly patent #1 would identify patent #2, patent #3
with a depth of 2, and patent #4 with depth of 3 as
indirectly forward citations. In other word, depth 1 means
direct citation while citation over depth 2 is indirect
citation and there is a transivity between indirect citations
that if A-B and B-C citation relationships exist, then A-C
citation relationship depends on the relationship in B with
A and C. Accordingly, this study hypothesized that
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Fig. 1: Direct / Indirect Citation and Latent Citation

indirect citation would indicate significant relativity
toward patent litigation as well as direct citation.

Finally, although it is conceivable for two patents to
share a citation relation, a case was considered where
direct relation is not found in reference field will be
indirectly indicated in the later patent application.
Generally, a patent application is published after one year
and six months from the application filling date or the
priority date without fail. And then, only these published
patents can be subjected to citation by others. If a former
patent application is not opened in regards to patent
reference submission date, or if the patent applicant
intentionally or unintentionally omits a related former
patent in the reference, or if the patent examiner fails to
record them in the reference, the relation between the
patent and its related former patent is not observed even if
the relation can be possibly ascertained later.

This potential relation between two patents can be
revealed through sharing a parent patent. In other words,
in a case where two patents that has not explicit citation
relation shares a direct forward citation specific patent,
the patents are reckoned to have significant relation
ascribing to the backward citation patent. In this instance,
the two patents’ relation is defined as latent citation
relationship.

In Figure 1, there are 3 patents for explaining latent
citation which patent #5 was applied first, then patent #6
applied and lastly patent #7 applied. As shown in Figure
1, patent #7 & #5 and patent #6 & #5 maintain direct
citation relationship. Though in the given situation patent
#7 and patent #6 does not share a direct citation
relationship, nevertheless patents shares direct citation
patent #5. For case in which a patent without a direct
citation relationship shares direct citation specific patent
like patent #5, it is established that their relationship
would be a potential citation relationship. If the
application date of patent #6 precedes application date of
patent #7, patent #6 will become backward potential
citation patent to patent #7 [27]. Contrary to Lee et al.
(2004), who designated the citation relationship as one of
indirect citation, this study has named it latent citation in
order to distinguish it from aforementioned indirect
citation. Therefore this study will analyze the case of
right holder of the patent #6 suing the right holder of
another patent that cite patent #6 and assess whether the
litigation carry significance to the right holder of patent
#7, who is in the latent citing relationship.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics

WestLaw data Analysis data

Average S.D Median Average S.D Median

Patent per litigation 2.3 4.5 1.0 2.8 5.9 2.0

Defendant per litigation 2.4 3.8 1.0 2.2 3.1 1.0

Plaintiff per litigation 1.3 0.9 1.0 1.3 1.1 1.0

Defendant per patent 4.5 12.7 2.0 3.7 6.9 2.0

Plaintiff per patent 1.6 1.6 1.0 1.6 1.5 1.0

3 Research Methodology

This study employed data provided by the United States
legal research system Westlaw and United State Patent
and Trademark Office (USPTO) from years 2003 to 2010.
Westlaw is one of the primary apparatus for legal
professionals in United States and is currently a
subsidiary of Thomson Reuters. The patent citation
information was acquired from patentpia.com, a database
service provider of patents issued by USPTO.

According to WestLaw, the recorded number of
litigations is 21,761 and the number of plaintiff’s patents
used in these litigations is 22,756. In these litigations
there are 13,342 plaintiffs and 30,144 defendants.
However the number of litigations for analysis is about
13,000, which is 60% of all litigations recorded in the
database. This can be ascribed to the differing method of
recording the number of plaintiffs and defendants, where
abbreviations of nations or organization name such as co.,
corp., ltd were at times left out or were under name other
than the one identified on the patent application in process
of mapping WastLaw and USPTO data. Consequently, it
was found that there were 7,164 plaintiffs (54%) and
9,075 defendants (30%) which were subsequently
subjected to further analysis. The calculation of average,
standard deviation, and median of WestLaw data and the
analyzed data indicate minor difference between two
groups (Table 1). For instance, the standard deviation of
defendant per patent in WestLaw data was 12.7 and in the
Analyzed data 6.9, well within the acceptable boundary.
Furthermore, compared with International Patent
Classification (IPC) on litigated patent document, 3,862
(67%) litigations of 5,763 data in Human Necessities,
2,693 (68%) litigations of 3,985 data in Performing
Operations, Transporting, 1,282 (72%) litigations of
1,779 data in Chemistry, Metallurgy, 109 (70%)
litigations of 155 data in Textiles, Paper, 665 (66%)
litigations in 1,013 data in Fixed Constructions, 1,069
(69%) litigations of 1,552 data Mechanical Engineering,
Lighting, Heating, Weapons, 4,432 (77%) litigations of
5,759 data in Physics, and 3,122 (80%) litigations of
3,924 data in Electricity were analyzed. To sum up, it was
found that on average 71% (17,234) of 23,930 WestLaw
data was used in the analysis.

Based on these litigation data and citation information
from patent documents, the relationship between patent
litigation and citation was analyzed. Due to the differing
number of plaintiffs and defendants, the study conducted
analysis with forward citation extracted from patents of
the plaintiffs and backward citation extracted from
patents of the defendants. This paper analyze citation
information based on all patents of the defendant because
the legal information offers the plaintiffs’ litigated patent
information on the grounds of providing evidence of
litigation while doesn’t the defendant’s except for the
appellation.

To calculate the 2 depth indirect citation, the
information of citations of patent will be divided into
three groups: patents of plaintiff, patents of defendants
and the patents that are cited by defendant’s patents and
cite plaintiff’s patents. This paper denotesAi as a patent
of a defendant andCk as a patent of a plaintiff andB j as a
patent that is cited byAi and also citesCk, respectively.
Patents of plaintiffs are those patents that are cited by
defendants’. Hence, this study uses the indirect citation
frequency of defendant’s patents,IDCk, which is
demonstrated in Eq. (2). It was calculated by two aspects
that one utilized forward citations of plaintiffs and the
other utilized backward citations of defendants.

[αi jk] M×N×L, (1)

where αi jk =

{

1 Ai cites B j and B j cites Ck
0 otherwise

IDCk =
k

∑
i=1

αi jk, 1≤ k ≤ L (2)

In a similar way, the 1 depth and 3 depth indirect
citations were calculated.

The paper calculate the frequency of latent citation
through dividing the information of citations of patent
into three groups: patents of plaintiff, patents of defendant
and the patents that are cited by both defendant’s patents
and plaintiff’s patents. This paper denotedQi as a patent
of plaintiff, Pj as a patent of defendant andRk as the third
party patent. T (X) is debited as a time of patent
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Table 2: The number of litigated patents and the number of litigations in in/direct citing relationship

The number of litigated patents The number of litigations

Focused on plaintiff Focused on defendant Focused on plaintiff Focused on defendant

1 depth (direct citation) 3,879 23.70% 3,827 23.40% 2,670 20.00% 2,627 19.40%

2 depth (indirect citation) 4,157 25.40% 4,109 25.10% 2,777 21.00% 2,731 20.10%

3 depth (indirect citation) 3,998 24.50% 33 0.20% 2,620 20.00% 40 0.30%

Sum 5,549 33.90% 5,019 30.70% 3,540 27.00% 3,266 24.10%

Table 3: All citing patent document about litigated patents

Patent with Patent documents with Litigated Patent documents with

citations among citations to litigated patents citations to litigated patents Percent

litigated patents Average (a) S.D. Average (b) S.D (b)/(a)

1 depth 12,291 31.62 50.21 15.26 27.71 48%

2 depth 13,368 236.06 623.54 114.82 318.91 49%

3 depth 12,119 1118.06 3714.41 571.55 1942.23 51%

application of patentX . In this study, the frequency of
latent citationLCk is calculated as shown in Eq. (4). It was
also calculated by two aspects that one utilized forward
citations of plaintiffs and backward citations of defendant.

[εi jk] M×N×L, (3)

where εi jk =







1 Qi cites Rk and Pj cites Rk
when T (Qi)< T (Pj)

0 otherwise

LCk =
k

∑
i=1

εi jk, 1≤ k ≤ L (4)

4 Analysis

First, the relation between litigated patents and in/direct
citations were analyzed through the number of patents
and the number of litigations (Table 2). On account of the
different numbers of plaintiffs and defendants, respective
analyses were conducted and arranged. As shown in
Table 2 that explores the number of litigated patents, the
number of plaintiffs’ patents directly cited by defendants
by the plaintiff’s side is 3,879 as 23.7% compared to all
16,347 patents for analysis, 2 depth citations are 4,157 as
25.4%, and 3 depth citations are 3,998 as 24.5%
compared to all patents. However, these numbers have
duplicated counts, thus we observed the sum of 1, 2, 3
depth citations so as to exclude these duplicated counts
and that is 5,549 as 33.9%. In aspect of defendant, it
appeared that indirect citation is 23.4%, 2 depth citation is
25.1%, 3 depth citation is 0.2% and the sum of all

citations that exclude duplicated documents is 5,019 as
30.7%. Consequently, the case of the number of citing
patents in both aspects of plaintiff and defendant was
shown that the sum of direct and indirect citations is more
than direct citations 7% more in aspect of plaintiff and
10% more in aspect of defendant. This result of analysis
represents the possibility for the relation between indirect
citations and patent litigations.

In order to reconfirm the result shown in Table 2, the
number of litigations of defendants citing plaintiffs was
explored and the number of 1 depth citation which
defendants directly cite plaintiffs was found 2,670 or
20%. 2 depth citation and 3 depth citation are each 2,777
and 2,620 that shows similar or higher ratio with 1 depth
citation and the sum of 1, 2, and 3 depths is 3,540 or 27%
of all litigations. Likewise, in defendant’s aspect the
number of 2 depth citations, which is 2,731 or 20.1%,
exceeds the number of direct citations, which are 2,626 or
19.4%. On the other hand, the number of 3 depth citation
has a small value of 40 or 0.3%, although the total
aggregate of 1, 2, and 3 depth was larger than that of
direct citation, 3,266 or 23.1%. This renders that indirect
citations have significant meaning in patent litigations
more than the result obtained from observing the number
of patent itself.

As aforementioned, the relationship between litigated
patents was analyzed and the frequency of litigations
regarding patents that cited litigated patents was further
analyzed. As shown in Table 2, the number of citations
occurred out of 16,347 is 12, 291 in depth 1, 13,368 in
depth 2, and 12,119 in depth 3. Additionally there
occurred 31.62, 236.06, and 1118.06 citations for each
depth on average for a single litigated patent with the
average ratio of actual litigation occurrence of 49%.
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Lastly, an interesting result was drawn from the
analysis of litigations between patent in latent citing
relationship based on the number of patents (Table 3). Out
of the total number of patents, 5,201, 32% of patents have
gone into litigation. Considering such number is 8%
higher in frequency compared to number of litigations in
in/direct citation relationship, 3,879 or 23.7%, various
approaches for study of relationship between litigations
and citations are required. Furthermore, the sum of
in/direct citations and latent citations reveals that about
60% of litigated patents formed citation relationship. As
arranged in the Table 3, litigation between patents in
latent citing relationship has relatively high frequency of
the number of plaintiffs, defendants, and litigations and
thus denotes much significance.

5 Discussion

This study defines three kinds of citations in references to
patent documents, and empirically analyzed the
relationship between these citations and patent litigation
between firms based on U.S. patent documents and patent
litigation information of WesLaw. This study found that
direct citations are related to litigations corresponding
with the result of Lanjouw and Schakeman(1997) [10],
with the indirect citations noted 10% more than direct
citations in the number of litigated patents. Moreover,
latent citations appeared to be 30% more, implicating
in/direct and latent citations are important factors in
studying patent litigations. Unlike previous studies which
did not take into consideration about latent citations, this
study presents its significance. Hence it is deemed that the
study of latent citations will be essential in future
research.

Through these experiments several perspectives have
been uncovered. First, citation has been applied by
numerous researchers and practitioners as patent
indicator, whose objective was to quantitatively measure
values at an aspect of an organization that owns citing or
cited patent. But this study was conducted based on
citations which recognized relationship between both
parties, thus performing qualitative analysis via litigation
data. Furthermore the study suggests diverse applications
via analysis of not only direct relationship between
citation by both parties citing and being cited, but indirect
relationship as well.

In other words, this study didn’t deal with qualitative
patent indicators based on citation because this study
concentrates on subdivision of patent citations and
analysis of relation between organizations through these
various aspects of citations. Most patent indicators related
to citation were developed considering only direct
citations, so that more interesting patent indicators can be
developed regarding indirect citations and latent citations
introduced in this study. Several researchers suggested
weighted indirect citations as practicable patent indicators
[26].

6 Conclusion

Recently patent litigations are explosively increased.
Therefore this paper suggested that firms should endeavor
to grasp the various relations such as direct, indirect, and
latent citation related patents to frequently litigated
patents or their assignees in order to manage the litigation
risk and to prevent litigation from spoiling their business.
Furthermore, when a firm takeovers other firm or patent
for the purpose of either suing competitor or avoiding
litigation, the firm should take deserves the fullest
consideration of the various aspect of relation between
firms indirect citations and latent citations from the result
of this study. For instance, it was reported that Google
which is the largest firm invested in internet search
acquired Motorola Mobility for patent disputes and then
IT firms’ acquisition and merger for patent disputes
started in earnest. In this movement, the important factor
is the number of patent of firm’s own in target technology
fields, e.g. Google acquired Motorola Mobility because of
its about 20,000 patents in related technology [28]. In this
context, it will be more efficient that diverse citation
relation with that competitor owned patents, was
considered.

In spite of these findings, this research has certain
limitations. First, because citations proposed in this study
were shown to be highly related to litigated patents,
overall information of general litigated citations were not
considered and therefore generalization ought to be
avoided. Particularly in the case of citation information,
backward citation information is recorded in the citing
documents. The citation information was supplied by
PatentPia.com excepting the case where the document
was not found in its database. Hence the information less
than the backward citation information recorded in the
aforementioned patent has been analyzed.

Second, a patent assignee and a patentee recorded in a
patent document may be discrepant due to the fact that a
patent may be assigned more than once. Accordingly, the
results of analyzing plaintiffs and defendants mentioned
in this study are conceivably different in actual situations.
Moreover, it is known that one of the causes of patent
assignment is ascribed to patent litigation and its defenses
[29,30,31]. Studying the cause of the patent assignment
based on information about patent assignment and
litigations in further study will yield more promising
results.

Third, according to the litigation information
provided by WestLaw includes only the plaintiff’s patent
whereas not include that of the defendant’s. Defendant’s
patent information is not discussed in the litigation as the
main purpose is to exhibit how defendant’s particular
technology or product infringed upon plaintiff’s patent.
Therefore this study has assumed that the technology or
the core technology of the product is in defendant’s
possession and analyzed the citing relationship of all the
patents in defendant’s possession. Because the defendant
may not possess the patent on the technology or the
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product, the result of this research has limited to
generalize.

Finally, Wartburg et al. (2005) referred to patent family
citations, where a patent family cites another patent family
and vice versa [14]. A patent family is the same invention
disclosed by a common inventor(s) and patented in more
than one country [32]. However this was not analyzed in
this study due to the lack of family citation data, thereby
leaving a room of expectation for an interesting result that
could have been attained in future research considering an
addition of litigated patent family citation.
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